BARTRAM LAKES
BROOKS™ ASSISTED LIVING

An Assisted Living Community

CHANGING THE WAY YOU SEE REHABILITATION...

Brooks Rehabilitation has provided consistent high quality care to the First Coast for more than 35 years. We are proud to announce that we have expanded our services to include Bartram Lakes, an Assisted Living Community. Our brand new assisted living community will feature all the comforts of home in addition to providing a vibrant and engaging lifestyle to our residents. Our goal at Bartram Lakes is to honor the individuality of each member of our community and to enhance the quality of life of our residents.

BARTRAM LAKES AT A GLANCE:

- Safe, friendly, and social community
- Restaurant style fine dining 3 times daily
- Customizable services available for your individual needs
- Social events
- Warm, service-oriented and engaging staff
- Fast, easy access to all levels of medical care as needed
- 28 one-bedroom, 2 two-bedroom, and 31 studio-style apartments – each with its own kitchenette, living area, and private bath
- Elegantly designed dining areas, including a private dining room
- Bistro area on each floor
- Wellness Center and beauty salon
- TV lounge and media center

BartramLakes.org
THE GREEN HOUSE® RESIDENCES at Bartram Park

Brooks Rehabilitation has provided consistent high quality care to the First Coast for more than 35 years. We are proud to announce that we have expanded our continuum to include THE GREEN HOUSE® Residences at Bartram Park.

THE GREEN HOUSE® Residences have been developed using a nationally recognized model for long-term care that creates residential homes where seniors enjoy an excellent quality of life and quality of care.

AT THE GREEN HOUSE® RESIDENCES ELDER’S WILL ENJOY:

• The comforts of home
• Safe, friendly, and social community
• Family style dining & home cooked meals
• Specialized care for individuals with Alzheimer’s or other dementias
• Meaningful and lasting relationships
• Warm and engaging staff
• In-house, comprehensive medical care as needed
• Salon and spa services
• Secure outdoor spaces

THE GREEN HOUSE® MODEL ENHANCES AN ELDER’S QUALITY OF LIFE BY:

• Creating a real home setting with private bedrooms & common kitchen, dining & living room areas
• Fostering a sense of community as Elders dine together and participate in meaningful activities
• Promoting autonomy and choice by allowing Elders to determine the course of their day
• Honoring the individuality of Elders
• Providing comprehensive and individualized care to Elders
• Reducing confusion, anxiety and loneliness by encouraging meaningful relationships between Elders & staff
• Facilitating emotional and spiritual well-being